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Sipho Sokhela - South Africa YMCA National General Secretary.

In the few past years, I have observed with great appreciation the
joy and privilege of being part of the global YMCA family. Our
international engagement with staff and volunteer exchanges have
been celebratory experiences of appreciation of our family in
diversity, enabling us to strengthen each other through this
sharing of experiences and skills. Such fellowship and bonding is a
safe and mature platform to encourage each other. In recent
weeks we have been hearing about the surging triumph of YMCA
resilience in the face of Covid-19.

In this context, we pledge a message of solidarity to all our partner movements and friends across
the globe.

Our message of support and prayers goes out to all local YMCAs, National, Regional and
International partner movements as we battle through this crisis as a global family.

The Christian message we derive from our identity as a movement, and teaching of our faith, is that
of incarnate God, who is with us. He has never left us. This is where we draw our courage and
strength in jointly seeking solutions for the immense challenges posed by Covid-19. By faith and
action, we remain fearlessly hopeful. We shall overcome!

www.saymca.org.za

For us at Athlone YMCA, it is all hands on
deck as the crisis continues around us! Last
week we shared that our rehab team was
called in to assist with screening, testing and
social distancing in some of the communities
we work with. What an incredible amount of
juggling and logistics and on-the-go
learnings! So while our staff and volunteers
conduct the screening, the responsibility also
falls on us to provide information about
covid-19 – from water usage to quarantine
info. This is vital to prevent panic and create

systems of knowledge sharing. Getting the
right messages out. Our team of care
workers have screened 1000 people and
tested a good percentage of those screened.
Our 10 community health workers will begin
door-to-door testing soon.

As we work on this, we also assist where we
can such as organising food parcels when
needed. We continue to do our home-based
care in the communities, which is even more
critical now.

ATHLONE YMCA
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Dear YMCA South Africa. You are our long standing
partner in youth empowerment and justice. We are
so impressed with your work for people that are
experiencing difficult lives in general and low-
income and marginalisation in particular. YGlobal is
proud to partner with South Africa YMCA and the
African Alliance of YMCA. We would like to express
our solidarity with you all during the difficult time
of Covid-19 lockdown.

In Norway, the government has developed several
programs to give support to companies,

associations, families and individuals who are
negatively impacted by the current situation. We
are very fortunate to have state savings to use in
this situation. People who are without income are
receiving government support on weekly basis. We
are all working from home and schools are still
closed. Kindergartens opened this week and next
week lower primary schools will re-open. We hope
life will get back to normal soon, but we do not
know.

In South Africa, we understand that people living
on daily wages are facing extreme difficulties with
securing a livelihood when curfew and lock-down is
enforced. We would like to join you in a struggle
for daily needs. Jesus taught us to pray for our
daily bread. Prayer always needs to be combined
with hard work. We are ready to work hard to

secure programmes that can give resources for
daily need. Please challenge us. Jesus said: Blessed
are the peacemakers, they shall be called Children
of God.

We are all children of God. We are all called to
make peace. During Corona pandemic there will be
no peace unless we have food on the table and
unless we fight against domestic violence and
global injustice. We are ready to combine a fight
against the root causes on injustice with the fight
against the impact of covid-19. Let’s use the

strength of the YMCA global movement
now in times of crisis.

This pandemic shows us all how
important it is to cooperate and work
together. We cannot have a world free
of deadly diseases unless we build a
global system of welfare and services
for all. If we allow some people to live
in poverty with no access to clean
water, sanitation and proper health
services, then none of us can be safe.
The rich cannot protect themselves
against a virus that knows no borders.
Perhaps this corona situation can teach
us that we are all in the same boat and
that nobody is free unless all are free.
This is what we learned from your
fantatic leader Nelson Mandela.

Mandela also said: A cause supported by youth
cannot fail. Let us all unite in the fight against root
causes of poverty and injustice. Let us all be
peacemakers ready to struggle for equality and
freedom for all. Never stop challenging the rich and
priveliged to share their resources and engage in
rights based advocacy. Norway needs to be
challenged by our partners. From state level to
individual level.

May God bless you and protect you all.

Give us today our daily bread.

Warm regards from Oslo, Norway

Fredrik Glad-Gjernes,

Director YGlobal Norway.
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During lockdown, you may find you experience
different stressors that can lead to depression.
This is a natural result of not being able to
interact or socialise or do different activities.
Self-care and self-love is vital as you have to
take good care of yourself first before
attempting to help others whether in the
community, shelters or elsewhere.

You need to keep yourself busy by doing what
you enjoy. It doesn’t matter what you do, as long
as it is positive and YOU enjoy it. It could be

reading books, home exercises or even learning
to do new things that you have never had time to
try. Do not over stress yourself as that may lead
to burnout which is not good for your mental
health. If you feel too stressed, find healthy ways
to relax and release your stress.

Do not focus on the negatives but rather keep a
positive attitude.

Be kind to yourself and know that you are doing
your very best!

Nonku, Social Worker, PMB YMCA

Hi everyone. I am
writing from
Sunnmore
Volkskool in
Norway: lockdown
to lockdown. I
came over on the
CFC programme.
The plan was to
join a ‘house of
change’ to grow
my leadership on global issues and serve the
struggling communities here.

We were all saddened when we heard there was
going to be a lockdown. Sunnmore closed down.
All students were sent home with the exception
of the International participants in CfC who were
unable to travel. Then I heard South Africa was
also going under lockdown and I immediately
started missing home. At the moment, our
training sessions at Sunnmore continue through
live streams, for the Norwegian participants to
be part of it. We also create activities for
ourselves, so we can stay active and healthy.

Some days I feel despondent but I keep the joy I
have within myself through contact with my
family, listening to gospel music, praying and
reading the Bible. This draws me closer to Christ.
I find ways to be thankful for the little things,
such as being healthy, having friends around me,
being able to wake up every day and talking to
my family. If I am positive, I can cheer up others
who are in the same predicament.

To my SAYMCA family: Be creative, be positive
and be the change you want to see. God bless.

Carlton Marks, Athlone YMCA

Mental Health: Put yourself first Writing from Norway
Communication for Change
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On short notice (after Easter) we challenged our
partners in Africa to give us an update on
Corona and the implications of it in Tanzania
and South Africa. This took place by Zoom
Thursday 16 April 2020 together with Rev.
Godfrey Walalaze representing Lushoto Youth
Peacemakers, Tanzania, and Friday 17 April
2020 together with Gil Harper (Durban) and
Wandile Buthelezi (PMB), SA.

The ultimate goal of Global Safari is to challenge
and empower young people/our students to see
themselves as Global Citizens, and act
accordingly.

In a global crisis like we have now, it feels
natural to keep the focus on the countries we
have visited as part of the process, to hear
about the impact and implications of the
pandemic, for at least two reasons: to listen and
learn, as well as showing solidarity with our
partners, colleagues and friends.
This was not the first time Global Safari and
SAYMCA have interacted facilitating learning
sessions for our students. However, I must say I

was somehow overwhelmed by what we got; two
colleagues preparing and doing a thorough
presentation (supported by Powerpoint), going
deep into the implications of the pandemic in
society, reflecting on both political, religious,
cultural and social implications of the Covid-19.
We also got an equally in-depth insight in not
only the SAYMCA’s response and proactive role,
but other parts of the civil society in SA as well.
I must say it couldn’t have been better.

I am proud to have colleagues who appreciate
that we don’t want to be tourists in the country,
and that an input and reflection like this give
the students a fantastic opportunity to be
exposed again and reminded of why we went, in
this case, to SA in the first place. Personally, I
am impressed by the level of knowledge they
showed, but also how dedicated and involved
our colleagues are in mobilisation and
participation in different initiatives by NGOs in
SA.

cont on Page 4

SAYMCA Session with Global Safari Group/Sunnmore FHS

Anna Helena Sundt, Oslo, Norway

- Speaking to Gil Harper and Wandile
Buthelezi, sharing their knowledge of the
pandemic in South Africa with a broad
perspective gave me new knowledge.
I was impressed by the way people and NGOs
are helping each other. I got a new
perspective and understanding of South
Africa and on the situation in Norway.

It was tough to hear about the impact of the
pandemic on marginalised groups, about
gender-based and domestic violence, as well
as the negative impact on the educational
system and its learners.

Maria Espelid, Bergen, Norway

This experience has for me strengthened
the bonds and relations between our two
organisations. I don't know if we would
have had this opportunity to talk and share
if it wasn't for the pandemic. I feel more
related and involved in our partnership as
well as the YMCA because of this session.

It was also comforting to hear that the
pandemic opens up an opportunity to bring
positive change in society. We were told the
pandemic has brought society and the
nation closer together.

What did this session mean to the students?
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The PowerPoint presentation with statistics and
information, as well images of relevant situations
and familiar faces, brought the whole situation
closer, and the statistics alive - appreciating that
this is real, and so did the stories and the
personal commitment shown by our colleagues
throughout the whole presentation.

We want to express our gratitude for the
SAYMCA giving us the opportunity to do this
together. We are also grateful and humbled by

our two colleagues expressing their gratitude for
having the opportunity to step back a little and
talk about the work and the mission, to someone
from the "outside". We humbly appreciate that
this gave them even more inspiration to keep up
the good work.

Norway has stood by South Africa at other
critical times in history. We hope that what we
did together last week, can be seen as an act of
solidarity with the people of South Africa in
general, and the people of SAYMCA in particular.

In our school we have three beautiful and strong
South African Global Citizens, Keenan Earl Whyte
from Ravensmead YMCA, Carlton Marks from

Athlone YMCA, and Minnie Mashobane from the
UKZN Student YMCA and Inanda. We hope that as
soon as the school year is over they will be able
to return home and be re-united with their
families and YMCAs.

We are very proud of having them with us as our
volunteer/students, and you should all know that
they are fantastic representatives of a YMCA and
a nation we respect, love and admire.

We know you are facing and addressing multiple
challenges, but we see that you represent great
resources to better the life of millions and bring
critical change to your own nation, region and the
rest of the world.

May God bless, keep and inspire you always!

Yours sincerely,

Oyvin Sonnesyn
Global Safari/Sunnmore FHS/Ulsteinvik, Norway
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I learnt so much from the YMCA that is important
right now during lockdown and in Covid19. Before
I met YMCA, I was a very angry and sad young
woman because of experiences in my life. Then I
learnt how to learn from my experiences, deal
with my emotions and how to see my place in the
world. There are so many people who have so
little and many more struggles than I do. So right
now I am at home. I have nothing to do and I
don’t really know what my next move forward is.
We hear talk of people, leaders in our province
and area, who say they are going to support us
and the people in our informal settlements. Very
little is happening. But I am able to think things
through and understand all the different problems
and needs.

Thanks to the YMCA.

NELSON MANDELA BAY YMCA
We are making food parcels for 80 families

that are part of the YMCA Pre-School

community. This will provide support to

parents, to continue making nutritional meals

for the kids. Some of these kids are from

impoverished families and during Creche time
they depend on the YMCA for a daily meal of
porridge and lunch. Since lockdown started,
there has been a struggle to keep a healthy
habit within these families.

We are also providing sanitizers for the main
YMCA facility and pre-school once lockdown

is lifted.

"A heartfelt thank you to all Board
members for helping with packaging
of food parcels. Covid-19 has
affected us all, but a random act of
kindness, no matter how small, can
make a tremendous impact on
someone else's life".

Lerato Lebopo

General Secretary NMB YMCA

CAPE FLATS YMCA

NMB YMCA Board members and staff putting food parcels together.

Nikita. Student at the Communiversity.
YMCA Cape Flats Strandfontein site.
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